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For a non-empty class of groups C, two subgroups A and B of
a group G are said to be C-connected if 〈a,b〉 ∈ C for all a ∈ A
and b ∈ B . Given two sets π and ρ of primes, Sπ Sρ denotes the
class of all ﬁnite soluble groups that are extensions of a normal
π-subgroup by a ρ-group.
It is shown that in a ﬁnite group G = AB , with A and B soluble
subgroups, then A and B are Sπ Sρ -connected if and only if Oρ(B)
centralizes AOπ (G)/Oπ (G), Oρ(A) centralizes BOπ (G)/Oπ (G)
and G ∈ Sπ∪ρ . Moreover, if in this situation A and B are in Sπ Sρ ,
then G is in Sπ Sρ .
This result is then extended to a large family of saturated forma-
tions F , the so-called nilpotent-like Fitting formations of soluble
groups, and to ﬁnite groups that are products of arbitrarily many
pairwise permutable F-connected F-subgroups.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and notation
The study of factorized groups has always been a topic of great interest in group theory. One
strand of recent research in this area deals with products of C-connected subgroups, a concept that
has been introduced by Carocca [6] (based on a remark of Maier in [18]):
Given a non-empty class C of groups, two subgroups A and B of a group G are called C-connected
if 〈a,b〉 ∈ C for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B .
For the class S of ﬁnite soluble groups, Carocca [7] showed that S-connected products of ﬁnite
soluble groups are soluble. Structure and properties of N -connected products of ﬁnite groups (N de-
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(e.g. Ballester-Bolinches and Pedraza-Aguilera [2] and Hauck, Martínez-Pastor and Pérez-Ramos [13]);
for instance, G = AB is an N -connected product of A and B if and only if G modulo its hypercenter
is a direct product of the images of A and B . For N 2, the class of metanilpotent groups, and for sat-
urated formations F ⊆ N A, the class of nilpotent-by-abelian groups, there are also very satisfactory
characterizations of ﬁnite (soluble) groups which are products of F -connected subgroups (cf. Gállego,
Hauck, Pérez-Ramos [15,14]). The class of all ﬁnite supersoluble groups is a relevant example of this
latter family of saturated formations.
In a similar vein, Carocca considers in [6] products of ﬁnite supersoluble groups that are connected
with respect to the class of groups with a Sylow tower for the reverse natural ordering of the primes;
he proves that such groups have a Sylow tower for the same ordering.
The aim of this paper is to present a uniﬁed treatment of F -connected products for a large family
of saturated formations which are called nilpotent-like Fitting formations of soluble groups. These are
those saturated formations that are locally deﬁned by a formation function f given by f (p) = Sπ(p)
for all primes p in the characteristic of F , π(p) being a set of primes containing p and Sπ(p) denoting
the class of all ﬁnite soluble π(p)-groups. The class N appears as the special case where f (p) = Sp
for all primes p. But in contrast to what the name might suggest, the concept of nilpotent-like Fitting
formations comprises interesting saturated formations that resemble only vaguely the class N . For
instance, given any sets π and ρ of primes, the class SπSρ of all ﬁnite soluble groups that are
extensions of π -groups by ρ-groups is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups as well as
the class of all ﬁnite groups with a Sylow tower for any given total ordering of the primes. Section 4
of this paper contains many more examples.
Nevertheless, such formations have been baptized ‘nilpotent-like’ because they have previously
been studied in a number of papers, also in the universe of all ﬁnite groups, where they have been
shown to share some important aspects with the class N : In [4] and [5] they characterize those
subgroup-closed saturated formations such that every critical group is either a Schmidt group or
a cyclic group of prime order, which are also characterized by the validity of an extension of the
Frobenius p-nilpotence criterion. Recall that with respect to a class X of groups a group G is critical
if G is not in X but all proper subgroups of G are in X and that Schmidt groups are the critical
groups for the class N . Moreover, various restrictions on the sets of primes π(p), locally deﬁning the
formation, provide extensions of the class of nilpotent groups from different points of views and in a
variety of frameworks, namely subgroup lattices, factorized groups, formations and Fitting classes and
normalizers of Sylow subgroups (see [3] for an account of this development, and also [9,17]).
The core of our treatment is a characterization of SπSρ -connected products G = AB , π and ρ sets
of primes, which we prove in Section 2 (Theorem 1):
Let G = AB be a ﬁnite group, A, B ∈ S , then A and B are SπSρ -connected if and only if
[A, Oρ(B)] Oπ (G), [B, Oρ(A)] Oπ (G) and G ∈ Sπ∪ρ .
In Section 3 we show that this result can be extended in a suitable way to F -connected products
for any nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups (Corollary 1). Moreover, for these nilpotent-
like Fitting formations F , products of F -connected F -subgroups are contained in F . In fact, this
property characterizes these formations among all saturated formations with a certain ‘richness’-
property (Theorem 2).
In Section 4 we consider saturated formations F that are products of a ﬁnite number of classes of
type Sπ (and more generally directed unions of such) and characterize those that are nilpotent-like
Fitting formations (Theorem 4). Among them are for instance the classes F≺ of ﬁnite groups which
possess a Sylow tower with respect to a given total ordering ≺ of the primes. As a consequence,
any product of pairwise permutable F≺-connected F≺-subgroups is contained in F≺ (Corollary 6),
generalizing Carocca’s result mentioned before.
All groups considered in the paper are assumed to be ﬁnite. For notation and results on classes
of groups we refer to [11]. In particular P denotes the set of all primes, σ(G) the set of all primes
dividing the order of the group G , and for a class X of groups, σ(X ) =⋃{σ(X) | X ∈ X }. Also for a
non-empty saturated formation F , its canonical local deﬁnition is denoted by F .
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Lemma 1. Let the group G = AB with A, B  G. If A and B are L-connected for a class of groups L, then
G = AxB y and Ax and B y are L-connected for all x, y ∈ G.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ G . Since G = AB , by [1, 1.3.1] there exists z ∈ G such that Ax = Az and B y = Bz . Now
the result is easily deduced. 
Lemma 2. Let the soluble group G = AB with A, B  G. There exist Hall systems Σ(G), Σ(A), Σ(B) of G, A
and B, respectively, such that
Σ(G) = {Aτ Bτ ∣∣ Aτ ∈ Σ(A) ∩Hallτ (A), Bτ ∈ Σ(B) ∩Hallτ (B), τ ⊆ P}.
Proof. Since G is soluble, there exists a Hall system Σ of G such that Σ reduces into A. Moreover,
Σ g reduces into B for some g ∈ G . Since we may write g = ab with a ∈ A and b ∈ B , it follows that
the Hall system Σa reduces into the subgroups A and B .
We set Σ(G) := Σa , Σ(A) := {Gτ ∩ A | Gτ ∈ Σ(G) ∩ Hallτ (G), τ ⊆ P} and Σ(B) := {Gτ ∩ B | Gτ ∈
Σ(G) ∩ Hallτ (G), τ ⊆ P}. Let τ ⊆ P and Gτ ∈ Σ(G) ∩ Hallτ (G). Since Gτ ∩ A ∈ Hallτ (A), Gτ ∩ B ∈
Hallτ (B) and |G||A ∩ B| = |A||B|, we obtain that Gτ = (Gτ ∩ A)(Gτ ∩ B). 
Lemma 3. Let π and ρ be sets of primes. Let the group G = AB be the product of the SπSρ -connected
subgroups A and B. Let q ∈ P \π and let N be a normal q-subgroup of G. Let b be a ρ ′-element of B. Then:
1. [A, 〈b〉,CB∩N (b)] = 1 = [A,CB∩N (b), 〈b〉].
2. If a is a q′-element of A, then N = CN (a)CN (b).
Proof. Note that G is a π ∪ ρ-group and q ∈ ρ .
1. Let a ∈ A and n ∈ CB∩N (b). Then we have that 〈a,n,b〉 = 〈a,nb〉 ∈ SπSρ . Since b is a ρ ′-element,
it follows that b ∈ Oπ (〈a,nb〉). Moreover, [a,n] ∈ N ∩ 〈a,nb〉  Oq(〈a,nb〉), which implies that [a,n]
centralizes b. Thus, [A,CB∩N (b), 〈b〉] = 1. By “The Three Subgroups Lemma”, [A, 〈b〉,CB∩N (b)] = 1.
2. Let a be a q′-element of A. By the hypothesis and Lemma 1 we have that 〈a,bn〉 ∈ SπSρ for all
n ∈ N . Since 〈bn〉 ∈ Sρ ′ , we deduce that 〈bn〉[〈a〉, 〈bn〉] Oπ (〈bn,a〉). Hence 〈a,bn〉 ∈ Sq′ for all n ∈ N .
Let n ∈ N . Then N〈a,b〉 = N〈a,bn〉 which implies that 〈a,bn〉 = 〈a,b〉m for some m ∈ N . There-
fore a ∈ 〈a,b〉 ∩ 〈a,b〉m = C〈a,b〉(m) and then 〈a,b〉 = 〈a,bnm−1 〉. But now bnm−1 ∈ 〈a,b〉 ∩ 〈a,b〉nm−1 =
C〈a,b〉(nm−1). This implies that nm−1 ∈ CN (b) and then n ∈ CN (b)CN (a). This proves that N =
CN (b)CN (a). 
Theorem 1. Let π and ρ be sets of primes. Let the group G = AB be the product of soluble subgroups A and B.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) A and B are SπSρ -connected.
(b) G ∈ Sπ∪ρ , [A, Oρ(B)] Oπ (G) and [B, Oρ(A)] Oπ (G).
Proof. Notice that if condition (a) holds, then G is soluble by Carocca’s result [7, Theorem]. Hence we
may assume for the proof that G is soluble.
We consider Hall systems Σ(G), Σ(A), Σ(B) of G , A and B , respectively, as in Lemma 2. In
particular, for any set of primes τ and any prime t , we set Xτ ∈ Σ(X) ∩ Hallτ (X) and Xt ∈ Σ(X) ∩
Sylt(X) for X ∈ {A, B}.
(b) ⇒ (a): We notice that
[A, B]Oπ (G) =
[
A, Oρ(B)Bρ
]
Oπ (G) = [A, Bρ ]Oπ (G) = [Aρ, Bρ ]Oπ (G).
Since Aρ Bρ is a ρ-subgroup of G , we deduce that [A, B] ∈ SπSρ .
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Analogously, write b = bρbρ ′ . Since [B, Oρ(A)] Oπ (G), we have that 〈aρ ′ 〉(〈a,b〉 ∩ Oπ (G)) is a nor-
mal subgroup of 〈a,b〉. Since G ∈ Sπ∪ρ , it follows that aρ ′ ∈ Oπ (〈a,b〉). Analogously, bρ ′ ∈ Oπ (〈a,b〉).
Hence, 〈a,b〉 = 〈aρ,aρ ′ ,bρ,bρ ′ 〉 = 〈aρ,bρ〉Oπ (〈a,b〉). We have that 〈aρ,bρ〉′ = [〈aρ〉, 〈bρ〉]  [A, B] ∈
SπSρ , which implies that 〈aρ,bρ〉 ∈ SπSρ . Therefore 〈a,b〉 ∈ SπSρ , which proves that A and B are
SπSρ -connected.
(a) ⇒ (b): Assume that the result is not true. Among all minimal counterexamples G = AB choose
one with |A| + |B| minimal. Note that G ∈ Sπ∪ρ .
1. G is primitive with minimal normal subgroup N, N is an elementary abelian q-group, q ∈ ρ \π , and w.l.o.g.
we will assume that [A, Oρ(B)]  N.
If G has two minimal normal subgroups N1 and N2, then [A, Oρ(B)]  Oπ (G mod N1) ∩
Oπ (G mod N2)  Oπ (G) and the same for [B, Oρ(A)] as G/N1 and G/N2 are no counterexamples.
Hence G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N which is an elementary abelian q-group.
If q ∈ π , then Oπ (G mod N) = Oπ (G), a contradiction. Thus q ∈ ρ \π .
We may assume w.l.o.g. that [A, Oρ(B)] = 1. Hence there exist a ∈ A and a t-element b ∈ B for
some prime t ∈ σ(B) ∩ ρ ′ such that [a,b] = 1. By the hypothesis 〈a,b〉 ∈ SπSρ and consequently
〈b〉[〈a〉, 〈b〉] Oπ (〈a,b〉). Thus [a,b] /∈ N . In particular, [A, Oρ(B)]  N and Oπ (G mod N) = N .
If N  Φ(G), then by a result of Gaschütz [16, III, 3.5] F (G mod N) ∩ Oπ (G mod N) is nilpotent
and G has a minimal normal subgroup different from N , a contradiction. It follows that G is primitive.
2. If N  H = UV  G with U  A, V  B and |U | + |V | < |A| + |B|, then [U , Oρ(V )] = [V , Oρ(U )] = 1.
This step follows from the choice of G and taking into account that Oπ (H) = 1 because N  H
and so Oπ (H) CH (N) = N .
3. There exist p ∈ σ(B) \ ρ and b ∈ Bp such that CB∩N (b) = 1.
Since [A, Oρ(B)] = 1 by Step 1, there exist p ∈ σ(B) ∩ ρ ′ and a p-element β ∈ B such that
[A, 〈β〉] = 1. We have 〈A, β〉N = A(B ∩ 〈A, β〉N). Hence B  〈A, β〉N by Step 2, which means that
G = 〈A, β〉N = A[A, 〈β〉]〈β〉N . By Lemma 3, [A, 〈β〉] centralizes CB∩N (β). Consequently [G,CB∩N (β)] =
[A,CB∩N (β)] CN (β) by Lemma 3. Since CN (β) < N and [G,CB∩N (β)] is a normal subgroup of G , we
deduce that [G,CB∩N (β)] = 1. Therefore CB∩N (β)  Z(G) = 1. Finally, βx ∈ Bp for some x ∈ B and
CB∩N (βx) = CB∩N (β)x = 1.
4. [A, Bp] = 1.
Assume that [A, Bp] = 1. Then 〈BGp 〉 = 〈BABp 〉 = 〈BBp 〉 is a normal subgroup of G contained in B ,
which implies that N  B . Then CN (Bp) = CB∩N (Bp) = 1 by Step 3. By coprime action, N = [N, Bp]
Oρ(BpN). We have ABpN  G with BpN  B . By Step 2, either [A,N] = 1 or BpN = B . Therefore,
either A  N or [A, Oρ(B)] [A, BpN] = [A,N]. Thus [A, Oρ(B)] N , but this contradicts Step 1.
5. [Aq, Bp] = 1. In particular, A = Aq.
We notice that X := Ap AqBp Bq is a Hall {p,q}-subgroup of G and Ap Aq and Bp Bq are Sp Sq-con-
nected and, in particular, N 2-connected. By [14, Theorem 1], Ap Aq F (X)/F (X) and Bp Bq F (X)/F (X)
are N -connected. Moreover, F (X) = Oq(X) because N  X and CG (N) = N . Let a ∈ Aq and b ∈ Bp .
Then we have that 〈a,b〉F (X)/F (X) is nilpotent and so 〈a,b〉 has a normal Sylow q-subgroup. Since
〈a,b〉 has also a normal Sylow p-subgroup, we deduce that 〈a,b〉 is nilpotent. Since a and b have
coprime orders, [a,b] = 1. Thus [Aq, Bp] = 1 and A = Aq by Step 4.
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AqN = AqBq and Bp is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
We have that N  LN = A(B∩ LN) and [A, Bp] = 1. Therefore G = LN by Step 2. Since [Aq, Bp] = 1,
we have that [A, Bp] = [Aq′ , Bp]  Aq′ Bq′ . Hence N  [A, Bp] and we conclude that L = G because
[A, Bp] is a non-trivial normal subgroup of L. Since N is a minimal normal subgroup of G , L is a
complement of N in G . In particular, A ∩ N = 1.
We notice that G = NL = NA[A, Bp]Bp and [A, Bp]Bp  Aq′ Bq′ , which implies that Aq is a Sylow
q-subgroup of L. Since N  AqBq , it follows that AqN = AqBq . Then we have that AN = ABq and
Bq < B because Oρ(B) = 1. Therefore [Oρ(A), Bq] = 1 by Step 2 and Oρ(A) is normalized by AN .
Thus [Oρ(A),N]  Oρ(A) ∩ N = 1 and Oρ(A)  N ∩ A = 1. This means that A ∈ Sρ , so Ap = 1 and
Bp = ApBp is a Sylow p-subgroup of G .
7. 1 = [N, Bp] = B ∩ N = N.
Since CG (N) = N , it follows that [N, Bp] = 1. By Steps 6 and 5, we have that AqN = AqBq and
[N, Bp] = [AqN, Bp] = [Bq, Bp]  B ∩ N . By Step 3 and coprime action, it follows that CB∩N (Bp) = 1
and B ∩N = [B ∩N, Bp] [N, Bp]. Moreover, there exists b ∈ Bp such that CB∩N (b) = 1. Since A = Aq ,
there exists 1 = a ∈ Aq′ . By part 2 of Lemma 3, we have that N = CN (a)CN (b). Since A ∩ N = 1, we
deduce that CN (a) = N , which implies that CN (b) = 1 and B ∩ N = N .
8. Set M = NG([N, Bp]) = NG(B ∩ N). Then M is a maximal subgroup of G and [〈(A ∩ M)M〉, 〈BMp 〉] = 1.
Moreover, L ∩ M is maximal in L.
We have that M < G by Step 7. Note that BN  M . If M  X < G , then N  X = (A∩ X)B . Therefore
A ∩ X  CG(Bp)  M by Step 2 and so X = M . Thus M is maximal in G . Moreover, for all m ∈ M
we have that M = (A ∩ M)Bm and A ∩ M and Bm are SπSρ -connected by Lemma 1. By the choice
of G , [A ∩ M, Bmp ]  Oπ (M) = 1 for all m ∈ M . Consequently A ∩ M centralizes 〈BMp 〉 and [〈(A ∩
M)M〉, 〈BMp 〉] = 1.
Since L is a complement of N in G and (L ∩ M)N/N = M/N is maximal in G/N , we have that
L ∩ M is maximal in L.
9. G = MA and CoreA(A ∩ M) = 1. Moreover, 1 = Aq  A ∩ M.
It is clear that B  M , which implies that G = B A = MA. By Step 8, we have that CoreA(A ∩ M)
A ∩ M  CG(BMp ), so CoreA(A ∩ M) centralizes BMAp = BGp . Since 〈BGp 〉  N = CG(N), we deduce that
CoreA(A ∩ M) A ∩ N = 1.
By Steps 7 and 6, we have that N  B and AqN = AqBq , whence Aq = 1. By Step 5, Aq  M .
10. G = M[A, Bp] and [(A ∩ M)[A, Bp],CoreL(CL(Bp))] = 1.
We notice that Bp is a Sylow p-subgroup of [A, Bp]Bp , a normal subgroup of L. Therefore
L = NL(Bp)[A, Bp] = (L ∩ M)[A, Bp] and G = NL = M[A, Bp]. We set C := CoreL(CL(Bp)). Then
[C, A, Bp] [C, Bp] = 1 and [Bp,C, A] = 1, which implies that [A, Bp,C] = 1.
Since C  M , we have that [A ∩ M,C] centralizes BMp by Step 8. Moreover, [A ∩ M,C]  C 
CL([A, Bp]), so it follows that [A ∩ M,C] centralizes BM[A,Bp ]p = BGp . Since 〈BGp 〉  N = CG(N), we
deduce that [A ∩ M,C] = 1.
11. If K is a normal subgroup of L such that p ∈ σ(K ), then Bp  K .
We notice that KN is a normal subgroup of G and 1 = K ∩ Bp a Sylow p-subgroup of K . We have
AKN = A(B ∩ AKN). Assume that B ∩ AKN < B . Then A centralizes (Bp ∩ KN)β for all β ∈ B . Hence
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B ∩ AKN = B and AKN = G . By Step 6, AN is a p′-group, whence K ∩ Bp = Bp .
12. There exists a prime r ∈ σ(A) such that q = r = p and σ(G) = {p,q, r}.
Since [A, Bp] = 1, there exists a prime r ∈ σ(A) such that [Ar, Bp] = 1. Hence r = q. Since A is a
p′-group, r = p. We have that Aq Ar Bp BqBr is a Hall {p,q, r}-subgroup of G . By Step 2, it follows that
G = AB = Aq Ar Bp BqBr .
13. Set R = Or(L). Then R ∩ M is a normal subgroup of L, A ∩ R ∩ M = 1, A = (A ∩ R)(A ∩ M), R =
(R ∩ A)(R ∩ M), L = ARBp and |Bp| = p.
We notice that O p(L/R)Oq(L/R) = F (L/R)  CL/R(F (L/R)) and Bp R/R = 1 = AqR/R by Step 9.
Since Aq and Bp are Sylow subgroups of L and [Aq, Bp] = 1, we deduce that Oq(L/R) = F (L/R) =
O p(L/R). Therefore O p(L/R) = 1 = Oq(L/R), which means that p ∈ σ(Or,p(L)) and q ∈ σ(Or,q(L)).
We conclude that Aq ∩ Or,q(L) = 1 and Bp  Or,p(L) by Step 11. Moreover, Or,p(L) = RBp .
By Frattini Argument, we have that L = NL(Bp)R , which implies that R  M . Hence R ∩ M =
NR(R ∩ M) and consequently L ∩ M = NL(R ∩ M). Since L ∩ M  NL(R ∩ M) and L ∩ M is a maximal
subgroup of L, we obtain that R ∩ M is a normal subgroup of L. In particular, A ∩ R ∩ M  CoreA(A ∩
M) = 1.
On the other hand, we have that 1 = Aq ∩ Or,q(L) A ∩ M ∩ Or,q(L), whence A ∩ M ∩ Or,q(L) is
not a normal subgroup of A by Step 9. Therefore L = NL(M ∩ Or,q(L)). Since L ∩ M  NL(M ∩ Or,q(L))
and L ∩ M is a maximal subgroup of L, we obtain that L ∩ M = NL(M ∩ Or,q(L)).
We notice that Or,q(L) = (Aq ∩ Or,q(L))R and thus M ∩ Or,q(L) = (Aq ∩ Or,q(L))(R ∩ M). Hence
NL(Aq∩Or,q(L)) NL(M∩Or,q(L)) M . By Frattini Argument, we have that A = NA(Aq∩Or,q(L))(A∩
Or,q(L)) = NA(Aq ∩ Or,q(L))(A∩ R). We conclude that A = (A∩M)(A∩ R). Since G = MA = M(A∩ R),
we have that R = (R ∩ A)(R ∩ M). Moreover, L = 〈A, Bp〉 = AOr,p(L) = ARBp .
It is clear that there exists b ∈ Z(Bp) such that b has order p. Then [A, Bp]〈b〉 is a normal subgroup
of 〈A, Bp〉 = L. By Step 11, we have that Bp  [A, Bp]〈b〉. By Step 8, we have that [A, Bp] = [(A ∩
M)(A ∩ R), Bp] = [A ∩ R, Bp] R . We deduce that |Bp| = |〈b〉| = p.
14. [A ∩ M, R ∩ M] = 1.
We set S := R∩M , a normal subgroup of L. We notice that L normalizes Z(S) and Z(S) normalizes
[N, Bp]. Moreover, Bp has order p and L = ARBp = ASBp by Step 13. It follows that [Z(S), Bp] ∩
CZ(S)(Bp) = 1 by coprime action. Then Bp acts ﬁxed point freely on [Z(S), Bp] and also on [N, Bp].
Consequently Bp acts ﬁxed point freely on [Z(S), Bp][N, Bp] and then [Z(S), Bp][N, Bp] is nilpotent
by a result of Thompson [16, V, 8.14]. Therefore [N, Bp] CN ([Z(S), Bp]).
We have that [N, Bp] is a normal subgroup of M , [[S,N], Bp] [N, Bp] and [[N, Bp], S] [[N, Bp],
M] [N, Bp]. Hence [[S, Bp],N] [N, Bp]. In particular [[Z(S), Bp],N] [N, Bp] CN ([Z(S), Bp]), so
it follows that [[Z(S), Bp],N] = 1 by coprime action. Hence we obtain that [Z(S), Bp] = 1.
By Step 10, we have that [(A ∩ M)[A, Bp], Z(S)] = 1. Thus Z(S) centralizes (A ∩ M)SBp[A, Bp] =
(L∩M)[A, Bp] = L. This implies that [Z(S)∩[S, Bp],N] is a normal subgroup of LN = G . On the other
hand, [Z(S) ∩ [S, Bp],N]  [[S, Bp],N]  [N, Bp] < N , so [Z(S) ∩ [S, Bp],N] = 1 and consequently
Z(S) ∩ [S, Bp] = 1. Since [S, Bp] is a normal subgroup of the r-group S , we deduce that [S, Bp] = 1.
Finally, by Step 10, we have that [A ∩ M, S] = 1.
15. L = RAqBp and Z(R) is not cyclic.
By Steps 8, 13 and 14, we have that [A ∩ M, L] = [A ∩ M, Bp R A] = [A ∩ M, (R ∩ M)A] = [A ∩ M, A]
is a normal subgroup of L. By Step 9, A ∩ M is not a normal subgroup of A, which means that
[A ∩ M, A]  M . Since L ∩ M is a maximal subgroup of L, we have that L = (L ∩ M)[A ∩ M, A].
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and R  Ar . Moreover, we have that 1 = [A, Bp] = [(A ∩ M)(A ∩ R), Bp] = [R, Bp]. Since RAqBqBp =
RAqNBp = NRAqBp  G , it follows that RAq = A by Step 2. Thus L = RAqBp .
Assume that Z(R) is cyclic. Then Z(R) = 〈z〉 for some z ∈ Ar . We have that Bp = 〈b〉 and N =
CN (z)CN (b) by part 2 of Lemma 3. It is clear that Z(R) is a non-trivial normal subgroup of L. Hence
CN (z) is a normal subgroup of G and CN (z) < N . Therefore CN (z) = 1 and N = CN (b), a contradiction.
Thus Z(R) is not cyclic.
16. Final contradiction.
We notice that CN (R) = 1 because G = NL normalizes CN (R) and R = 1. Since N is a com-
pletely reducible RBp-module over GF(q), there exists an irreducible RBp-submodule V of N such
that [V , Bp] = 1. We have that Aq centralizes [V , Bp]  [N, Bp] by Step 8. Therefore [[V , Bp], R] is
a normal subgroup of NRAqBp = G . Since CN (R) = 1, we have that [[V , Bp], R] = 1. Consequently
N = [[V , Bp], R] V and so N is an irreducible RBp-module.
Since Aq  CG(N), there exists an irreducible R-submodule U of N such that [U , Aq] = 1. We have
that Bp = 〈b〉 ∼= Cp . We notice that Ubi is an irreducible R-submodule of N because R is normalized
by Bp . Since
∑p−1
i=0 U
bi is RBp-invariant, we obtain that N = ∑p−1i=0 Ubi . Since Z(R) is not cyclic,
the irreducible R-module U is not faithful, which means that CR(U ) = 1 = CR(N). Since CR(Ubi ) =
(CR(U ))b
i
, we have that Bp  NG(CR(U )). Thus, if bi = b j , then the irreducible R-submodules Ubi and
Ub
j
are not isomorphic. This means that N =⊕p−1i=0 Ubi and the R-modules Ubi , for i = 0, . . . , p − 1,
are the homogeneous components of N as R-module.
We claim that U is Aq-invariant. Let a ∈ Aq . We notice that Ua is an irreducible R-submodule of N .
Hence Ua ∼=R Ubi for some i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. But Ubi is exactly the homogeneous component of N
belonging to Ub
i
, which implies that Ua = Ubi . Therefore bia−1 ∈ NG(U ) and so (a−1)p = (bia−1)p ∈
NG(U ). Since a is a q-element and q = p we deduce that a normalizes U and the claim follows.
Therefore [[U , Aq], R]  U < N . By Step 8, [U , Aq]  [N, Aq] is centralized by Bp . Hence
[[U , Aq], R] is a normal subgroup of NRAqBp = G . But then [[U , Aq], R] = 1 and [U , Aq] CN (R) = 1,
the ﬁnal contradiction. 
3. Connected products with respect to nilpotent-like Fitting formations
In this section we show how the description of connected products of subgroups obtained in
Theorem 1 extends to nilpotent-like Fitting formations. We restrict ourselves to soluble groups.
Deﬁnition. A nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups is a non-empty saturated formation F
locally deﬁned by a formation function f given by f (p) = Sπ(p) for a set of primes π(p) containing p,
for each prime p ∈ τ := Char(F), the characteristic of F .
Recall that nilpotent-like Fitting formations (of soluble groups) are subgroup-closed saturated Fit-
ting formations.
Lemma 4. Nilpotent-like Fitting formations of soluble groups are exactly the classes of groups of the form⋂
λ∈Λ SπλSρλ for arbitrary sets of primes πλ and ρλ for every λ ∈ Λ.
Proof. If F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups, and with the previous notation,
F = Sτ ∩ (⋂p∈τ Sp′Sπ(p)).
On the other hand, if π and ρ are arbitrary sets of primes, then the saturated formation SπSρ is
a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of characteristic π ∪ ρ deﬁned via the sets of primes π(p) = π ∪ ρ
if p ∈ π and π(p) = ρ if p ∈ ρ \π . It follows that any saturated formation of the form ⋂λ∈Λ SπλSρλ
is also a nilpotent-like Fitting formation (see [11, IV, 3.5(b)] for a local deﬁnition of an intersection of
saturated formations). 
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π(p) ⊆ Char(F) and then Char(F (p)) = π(p) = σ(F (p)) for all primes p ∈ Char(F). Also we notice
that F (p) = F ∩ Sπ(p) and A ∩ Sσ(F (p)) ⊆ F (p) for all primes p ∈ Char(F).
Whenever F denotes a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups we shall adhere to the previous
notation.
We see now that Theorem 1 yields more generally a description of connected products of sub-
groups with respect to nilpotent-like Fitting formations.
Corollary 1. Let F be a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups and characteristic τ .
For a group G = AB which is the product of soluble subgroups A and B, the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) A and B are F -connected;
(ii) [A, B f (p)] O p′ (G) and [B, A f (p)] O p′ (G) for each prime p ∈ τ , and G ∈ Sτ .
Proof. Since F = Sτ ∩ (⋂p∈τ Sp′ Sπ(p)), we deduce that A and B are F -connected if and only if
they are Sp′ Sπ(p)-connected for all p ∈ τ and G ∈ Sτ , but this is equivalent to statement (ii) by
Theorem 1. 
Corollary 2. If F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups, then F is 2-recognizable, that is,
containment in F of all 2-generated subgroups of a group G implies that G is contained in F .
Proof. Let G be a ﬁnite group all whose 2-generated subgroups are in F . It follows from a theorem of
Thompson [19] that the class of all ﬁnite soluble groups is 2-recognizable. (See [12] for an elementary
proof of this statement.) Hence G is soluble. From Corollary 1 with A = B = G we deduce that for each
prime p dividing the order of G , G f (p) centralizes any p-chief factor of G , which implies G ∈ F . 
Remark. We point out that Corollary 2 follows also easily from a result of Carter, Fischer and Hawkes
[8, Theorem 4.2]; see also [11, VII, 6.15]: This result states in particular that in the universe of all ﬁnite
soluble groups a saturated formation is 2-recognizable if it has a local deﬁnition of 2-recognizable
formations. This, together with Thompson’s result [19], implies the statement of Corollary 2.
Theorem 2. Let F be a saturated formation of soluble groups such that A ∩ Sσ(F (p)) ⊆ F (p) for all primes
p ∈ τ := Char(F) ( for instance, if F is a saturated Fitting formation). Then the following statements are
pairwise equivalent:
(1) If a group G = AB is the product of F -connected F -subgroups A and B, then G belongs to F .
(2) F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups.
(3) There is a local deﬁnition g of F such that whenever a group G = AB is the product of F -connected
soluble subgroups A and B, then G ∈ Sτ and [A, Bg(p)] O p′ (G) and [B, Ag(p)] O p′ (G) for all primes
p ∈ τ .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): We claim that F (p) = Sσ(F (p)) ∩ F for every p ∈ τ . It will follow then that the
formation function f given by f (p) = Sσ(F (p)) for each prime p ∈ τ is a local deﬁnition of F by [11,
IV, 3.8(b)] and statement (2) holds.
Let p ∈ τ . It is clear that F (p) ⊆ Sσ(F (p)) ∩ F . Let now G ∈ Sσ(F (p)) ∩ F and consider V a faithful
G-module over Fp and X = [V ]G the corresponding semidirect product. We notice that V and G are
F -connected because 〈v, g〉 = 〈v〉[〈v〉, 〈g〉]〈g〉 ∈ Sp F (p) = F (p) ⊆ F for all v ∈ V and all g ∈ G , as
A ∩ Sσ(F (p)) ⊆ F (p). Moreover, V and G are F -groups. Hence X ∈ F by statement (1), which implies
ﬁnally that G ∈ F (p).
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SπSρ for arbitrary sets of primes π and ρ . Then for such an F let a group G = AB be the prod-
uct of F -connected F -subgroups A and B . By Theorem 1, [A, Oρ(B)]  Oπ (G) which implies that
Oπ (G)Oρ(B)  G . Since B ∈ F = SπSρ , Oπ (G)Oρ(B) is a π -group and consequently Oρ(B) 
Oπ (G). Analogously, Oρ(A) Oπ (G). Then G/Oπ (G) = AB/Oπ (G) is a ρ-group and G ∈ F = SπSρ .
(2) ⇒ (3) follows by Corollary 1 and taking g = f .
(3) ⇒ (2): We let p ∈ τ and prove that Sσ(F (p)) ⊆ g(p). Let G ∈ Sσ(F (p)) and consider V a faithful
G-module over Fp and X = [V ]G the corresponding semidirect product. We deduce as above that V
and G are F -connected and since they are soluble groups, it follows by hypothesis that [V ,Gg(p)]
O p′ (X) = 1. Hence Gg(p)  CG(V ) = 1, that is, G ∈ g(p). Consequently F (p) ⊆ Sσ(F (p)) ⊆ g(p) for all
p ∈ τ , which implies that the formation function f given by f (p) = Sσ(F (p)) for each prime p ∈ τ is
a local deﬁnition of F and statement (2) follows. 
Remarks. Assume that F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups and characteristic τ ,
and let f be its largest local deﬁnition. Then by Corollary 1, for a group G = AB which is the product
of soluble subgroups A and B , if A and B are F -connected then [A, B f (p)] O p′ (G) and [B, A f (p)]
O p′ (G) for each prime p ∈ τ , as f (p) ⊆ f (p) for all primes p [11, V, 3.18]; but the converse is not
true.
To see this we consider F = N ; then
f (p) = (G | D ∈ Sp for a system normalizer D of G)
for all primes p [11, V, 3.17]. Take G = AB = Sym(4) with A = Soc(G) = O 3′ (G) and B = G . Then
A f (2) = 1, A f (3) = A, B f (2) = 1, B f (3) = B and clearly [A, B f (p)] O p′(G) and [B, A f (p)] O p′(G) for
all primes p; but A and B = G are not N -connected.
On the other hand, for the group G = AB ∈ Sτ which is the product of subgroups A and B , if
[A, BF (p)] O p′ (G) and [B, AF (p)] O p′ (G) for each prime p ∈ τ , then A and B are F -connected by
Corollary 1, as F (p) ⊆ f (p) for all primes p; but the converse is not true. In particular, in statement
(3) of Theorem 2 we can not consider any local deﬁnition g of F , and also not the canonical local
deﬁnition F of F , so that the theorem remains true.
To see this it is enough to consider F with τ = {2,3} and locally deﬁned by f (2) = S{2,3} and
f (3) = S3; i.e., F = S2S3. Now we take G = AB = Sym(4) with A ∼= Sym(3) and B = Soc(G). Then A
and B are F -connected but [AF (2), B] = [AF , B] = [O 3(A), B] = B  O 2′ (G) = 1.
Corollary 3. Let {F j | j ∈ J } be a directed set of nilpotent-like Fitting formations of soluble groups, with respect
to the partial order of inclusion. Then F =⋃ j∈ J F j is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups.
Proof. We consider a group G = AB which is the product of F -connected F -subgroups A and B . We
notice that F is a saturated Fitting formation as the classes F j are so and {F j | j ∈ J } is a directed
set with respect to inclusion. From Theorem 2, in order to prove that F is a nilpotent-like Fitting
formation, it is enough to prove that G ∈ F .
We notice ﬁrst that there are ﬁnitely many subgroups 〈x, y〉 with x ∈ A and y ∈ B . Therefore, since
A and B are F -connected F -subgroups, F =⋃ j∈ J F j and {F j | j ∈ J } is a directed set with respect
to inclusion, we can deduce that there exists an index j ∈ J such that A and B are F j-connected F j-
subgroups. By Theorem 2 it follows that G = AB ∈ F j ⊆ F , as F j is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation
of soluble groups, and we are done. 
Corollary 4. Let F be a saturated formation of soluble groups containing A2 and such that whenever a group
G = AB is the product of F -connected F -subgroups A and B, then G ∈ F . Then F = S .
Proof. If A2 ⊆ F , it is not diﬃcult to argue that A ⊆ F (p) for all primes p. Then Theorem 2 implies
that F = S . 
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product of pairwise permutable F -subgroups Gi such that GiG j ∈ F for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then G ∈ F .
Proof. Notice that G1, . . . ,Gn are pairwise permutable and pairwise S-connected soluble subgroups
of G = G1 · · ·Gn . Then G is soluble by Carocca’s result [7, Theorem].
Suppose the assertion is false and let G = G1 · · ·Gn be a counterexample minimal with respect to
the lexicographically ordered pairs (n, |G|). Then n 3 and G = 1.
We have that G is a primitive τ -group, τ := Char(F), with unique minimal normal subgroup N ,
G/N ∈ F , N an elementary abelian q-group for a prime q ∈ τ . Since G /∈ F , G/N /∈ Sπ(q) . Hence there
exists k ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that Gk /∈ Sπ(q) .
Suppose there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ {k} such that
∏
j =i
G j · N =
∏
j =i
G j ·
(
Gi ∩
∏
j =i
G j · N
)
< G.
Since each G j is permutable with Gi ∩∏ j =i G j · N , and since their product is contained in F , we
deduce that
∏
j =i G j · N ∈ F ⊆ Sq′Sπ(q) . Since CG(N) = N ∈ Sq , we have that
∏
j =i G j · N ∈ Sπ(q) . In
particular Gk ∈ Sπ(q) , a contradiction. It follows that ∏ j =i G j · N = G for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ {k}.
Let i1, i2 ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ {k} with i1 = i2. Then ∏ j =im G j · N = G for m = 1,2. Since, by minimality
of n, both
∏
j =i1 G j and
∏
j =i2 G j are in F , they both are proper subgroups of G , therefore comple-
ments of N in G and hence conjugate. But their product is G , and we obtain a contradiction by a
result of Ore [16, II, 3.9]. 
Corollary 5. Let F be a nilpotent-like Fitting formation of soluble groups. Let G = G1G2 · · ·Gr be a group such
that G1,G2, . . . ,Gr are pairwise permutable and pairwise F -connected F -subgroups of G. Then G belongs
to F .
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 2 and 3. 
Let ≺ be any total ordering of the set P of all prime numbers and F≺ the class of ﬁnite groups that
possess a Sylow tower with respect to ≺. Then F≺ is a particular example of nilpotent-like Fitting
formation of soluble groups (see [11, IV, 3.4(g)]; also Theorem 4 and Examples below). Then for F≺
Corollary 5 states the following:
Corollary 6. Let G = G1G2 · · ·Gr be a group such that G1,G2, . . . ,Gr are pairwise permutable and pairwise
F≺-connected F≺-subgroups of G, for any total ordering ≺ of P. Then G belongs to F≺ .
It is well known that supersoluble groups are Fr -groups for r the reverse natural ordering of P.
Then Corollary 6 generalizes the following result obtained by Carocca.
Corollary 7. (See [6].) Let G = G1G2 · · ·Gr be a group such that G1,G2, . . . ,Gr are pairwise permutable and
pairwise Fr -connected supersoluble subgroups of G. Then G belongs to Fr . In particular, G is soluble.
Remark. The result in Theorem 3 for the particular case when F = F≺ for any total ordering ≺ of P
appears in [16, VI, 10.2(a)].
4. A particular family of nilpotent-like Fitting formations
In the previous section we have emphasized the class F≺ of ﬁnite groups that possess a Sylow
tower with respect to any total ordering ≺ of P, as a particular example of nilpotent-like Fitting
formation of soluble groups. We can check that also F = Sπ1Sπ2 · · ·Sπk for π1,π2, . . . ,πk pairwise
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tion are the classes F = SπSρ for arbitrary sets of primes π and ρ . However this is not the case
for instance for F = S{2,3}S{2,5}S{3,5} . To see this by using Theorem 2, consider G = A  B the nat-
ural semidirect product of A with B , being B ∼= Sym(3) and A an irreducible and faithful B-module
over F5. We can see easily that A and B belong to F and they are F -connected but G does not
belong to F . Hence this class F = S{2,3}S{2,5}S{3,5} does not satisfy Theorem 2.
In this section we provide a general construction of nilpotent-like Fitting formations which uniﬁes
the mentioned particular examples and also clariﬁes the failures.
Lemma 5. Let π1, . . . ,πn be sets of primes, n 2. For 1 k  n set σk = (π1 ∪ · · · ∪ πk) ∩ (πk ∪ · · · ∪ πn).
Then
n−1⋂
k=1
Sπ1∪···∪πkSπk+1∪···∪πn = Sσ1 · · ·Sσn .
Proof. For n = 2 the result is trivial, let n  3. For 1  k  n we set ϕk = (π1 ∪ · · · ∪ πk) and λk =
(πk ∪ · · · ∪πn). It is clear that
Sϕ1Sλ2 ∩ Sϕ2 Sλ3 ⊆ Sϕ1(Sλ2 ∩ Sϕ2)Sλ3 = Sσ1Sσ2Sλ3 .
For 1 k n − 2 we have that
Sσ1 · · ·SσkSλk+1 ∩ Sϕk+1Sλk+2 ⊆ Sσ1 · · ·SσkSσk+1Sλk+2 .
Since λn = σn , it follows that ⋂n−1k=1 SϕkSλk+1 ⊆ Sσ1 · · ·Sσn . The reverse inclusion is clear. 
Construction. (a) Let (I,) be a totally ordered set. For I0 ⊆ I and i ∈ I write I0  i if j  i for all
j ∈ I0. Conversely write I0  i if j  i for all j ∈ I0.
(b) For every i ∈ I let πi be a (possibly empty) set of primes.
(c) For any ﬁnite J = {i1, . . . , in} ⊆ I with i1  · · · in deﬁne
F J = Sπi1 · · ·Sπin .
The set of all such F J is a directed set with respect to inclusion and therefore
F :=
⋃
{F J | J ⊆ I, J ﬁnite}
is a subgroup-closed saturated Fitting formation.
(d) Let i ∈ I . By considering { j ∈ I | j  i}, respectively { j ∈ I | j  i}, instead of I , we obtain
Fi :=
⋃
{F J | J ⊆ I, J ﬁnite, J  i}
and
Fi :=
⋃
{F J | J ⊆ I, J ﬁnite, J  i},
which are again subgroup-closed saturated Fitting formations.
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π i =
(⋃
{π j | j  i}
)
∩
(⋃
{πl | l i}
)
.
Note that πi ⊆ π i = π i . By considering the sets π i we obtain the Fitting formation F . It is clear that
Char(F) =⋃{πi | i ∈ I} = Char(F).
Proposition 1. Let F and F be classes as above.
1. If a group G = AB is the product of the F -connected F -subgroups A and B, then G ∈ F .
2. F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation.
Proof. 1. Since G is ﬁnite, there exist i1  · · ·  in , n  2, such that A and B are Sπi1 · · ·Sπin -
connected Sπi1 · · ·Sπin -subgroups. In particular, for 1 k n−1, A and B are Sπi1∪···∪πik Sπik+1∪···∪πin -
connected subgroups in Sπi1∪···∪πik Sπik+1∪···∪πin . For all π,ρ ⊆ P, SπSρ is a nilpotent-like Fitting
formation, so it follows from Theorem 2 that G ∈ Sπi1∪···∪πik Sπik+1∪···∪πin for k = 1, . . . ,n−1. We note
that (πi1 ∪ · · · ∪ πik ) ∩ (πik ∪ · · · ∪ πin ) ⊆ π ik for k = 1, . . . ,n. Thus we deduce from Lemma 5 that
G ∈ Sπ i1 · · ·Sπ in ⊆ F .
2. Since π i = π i for all i ∈ I , we deduce from part 1 that, if G = AB with A and B F -connected
F -subgroups, then G ∈ F . Therefore, the result follows from Theorem 2. 
Lemma 6.We use the notation of the previous Construction. Let σ be a set of primes such that Sσ ⊆ F .
1. If i ∈ I and if there exists q ∈ σ such that q /∈ π j for all j ≺ i, then Sσ ⊆ Fi .
2. If i ∈ I and if there exists q ∈ σ such that q /∈ π j for all j  i, then Sσ ⊆ Fi .
Proof. 1. Let H ∈ Sσ . Let V be a faithful module for H over Fq and G = V H the corresponding semidi-
rect product. Then Oq′ (G) = 1 and G ∈ Sσ ⊆ F . Hence G ∈ Sπi1 · · ·Sπim for suitable i1  · · · im in I .
Since we can assume that Oπi1 (G) = 1, it follows by hypothesis that i1  i. Hence G and therefore
also H is contained in Fi as claimed.
2. Let H ∈ Sσ . Let G = Oq′ (H reg Cq). Since [H∗,Cq] is subdirect in H∗ (H∗ denoting the base
group of H reg Cq), it follows that G contains a subgroup isomorphic to H . Moreover, Oq′ (G) = G
and G ∈ Sσ ⊆ F . Hence G ∈ Sπi1 · · ·Sπim for suitable i1  · · ·  im in I . Since we can assume that
Oπim (G) < G , it follows by hypothesis that im  i. Hence G and therefore also H is contained in Fi
as claimed. 
Theorem 4.We use the notation of the previous Construction. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) F is a nilpotent-like Fitting formation.
(2) Sπ i ⊆ F for all i ∈ I .
(3) FiSπ i ⊆ F for all i ∈ I .
(4) Sπ i Fi ⊆ F for all i ∈ I .
(5) F = F .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Assume that this implication is not true and let G be a group of minimal order
in Sπ i \ F for some i ∈ I . Then G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N which is a q-group
for some prime q ∈⋃i∈I πi = Char(F), and G/N is not contained in f (q) = Sπ(q) . Let r be a prime
divisor of |G/N| which is not in π(q), and Gr a Sylow r-subgroup of G . Then G = NGr (for otherwise
NGr/N ∈ f (q) = Sπ(q) , a contradiction). Since q, r ∈ π i =⋃{π j | j  i} ∩⋃{πl | l  i}, there is j  i
with q ∈ π j and l i with r ∈ πl . It follows that G ∈ Sπ j Sπl ⊆ F , a contradiction.
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FlSπ l \ F we choose one, say (i,G), such that Oπ i (G) has minimal order. Since Sπ i ⊆ F , X :=
Oπ i (G) = 1. Now, X ∈ Sπi1 · · ·Sπim for suitable i1  · · ·  im  i; in particular, X ∈ Fim . W.l.o.g. we
may assume that Oπim (X) < X . Let r be a prime such that Or(X) < X and r ∈ πim .
Suppose for every p ∈ π i there exists some k  im with p ∈ πk . Then π i ∪ {r} ⊆ π im whence
G ∈ FimSπ im . Moreover, Oπ im (G) < X = Oπ i (G), which contradicts the choice of (i,G).
Therefore, there exists a prime q such that q ∈ π i but q /∈ π j for all j  im . It follows from part 1
of Lemma 6 that Sπ i ⊆ Fim . Hence G ∈ Fim · Fim = F , a contradiction.
(3) ⇒ (5): It is clear that F ⊆ F . Assume that F  F and let G be a group of minimal order
in F \ F . Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M , M ∈ F . We may assume that there
exists i1  · · · in such that G ∈ Sπ i1 · · ·Sπ in and M ∈ Sπi1 · · ·Sπin . Let p = |G : M| ∈
⋃n
j=1π i j . Since
FinSπ in ⊆ F , we have that p /∈ π in .
Let k = max{ j | 1 j  n, p ∈ π i j }, k n − 1, p /∈ π ik+1 ∪ · · · ∪π in .
Since M is the unique maximal normal subgroup of G , it follows that G ∈ Sπ i1 · · ·Sπ ik . We note
that (π i1 ∪ · · · ∪π ik )∩ (πik+1 ∪ · · · ∪πin ) ⊆ π ik . Therefore M ∈ Sπi1 · · ·Sπik Sπ ik . Since p ∈ π ik , we have
that G ∈ FikSπ ik ⊆ F , a contradiction.
(5) ⇒ (1) follows from Proposition 1.
Since (4) ⇒ (2) is trivial, it remains to prove (2) ⇒ (4). This follows by dualizing the argument in
the proof (2) ⇒ (3) and using part 2 of Lemma 6. 
Remarks. 1. For a nilpotent-like Fitting formation F as in Theorem 4, and with the same notation,
a local deﬁnition as saturated formation is given by the formation function f given by:
f (p) = Sπ(p), π(p) =
⋃
j
⋃
k
{πk | p ∈ π j, k j}, p ∈ τ :=
⋃
{πi | i ∈ I},
f (q) = ∅, q /∈ τ .
2. A Fitting class H of soluble groups is said to be locally deﬁned if there exists a family {h(p) |
p ∈ Π} of Fitting classes h(p), for every p in a set of primes Π , such that H = SΠ ∩⋂p∈Π h(p)SpSp′ ;
[10].
We point out in addition that nilpotent-like Fitting formations are exactly those Fitting classes
locally deﬁned by a family {Sσ(p) | p ∈ τ } where σ(p) is a set of primes containing p, for every p in
a set of primes τ .
To see this we notice that the class SπSρ , for π and ρ arbitrary sets of primes, considered as
a Fitting class is locally deﬁned by the family {h(p) | p ∈ π ∪ ρ} being h(p) = Sπ∪ρ if p ∈ ρ and
h(p) = Sπ if p ∈ π \ ρ . By arguments similar to those for intersections of local formations, one can
show that arbitrary intersections of classes of type SπSρ can also be locally deﬁned as Fitting classes
by classes Sσ(p) with p in σ(p). Hence the claim above follows from Lemma 4.
We remark that the classes F in the previous Construction considered as Fitting classes are also
locally deﬁned. Now for a nilpotent-like Fitting formation F as in Theorem 4, and with the same
notation, a local deﬁnition of F as Fitting class is given by the family {Sσ(p) | p ∈ τ } where
σ(p) =
⋃
j
⋃
k
{πk | p ∈ π j, k j}
for every p ∈⋃{πi | i ∈ I}.
3. Not every nilpotent-like Fitting formation is of the type constructed in Theorem 4, as easily
shown by the class N{2,3} of all nilpotent {2,3}-groups.
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1. F =⋃∞i=1 Sπ1 · · ·Sπi with πi , i  1, pairwise disjoint sets of primes (eventually it may be πi = ∅
for some i).
In particular:
(a) F = SrSpSq for primes p, q, r such that r = q.
(b) F = Sπ1Sπ2 · · ·Sπk with π1,π2, . . . ,πk pairwise disjoint sets of primes.
2. F = F≺ the class of ﬁnite groups that possess a Sylow tower with respect to any total ordering
≺ of P.
3. F = SπSρ for arbitrary sets of primes π and ρ .
4. F = S{p1,p2}S{p2,p3}S{p3,p4}S{p4,p5}S{p5,p6} for pairwise different primes p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6.
5. F = S{p,q1}S{p,q2} · · ·S{p,qr }S{qr ,qr+1} for pairwise different primes q1, . . . ,qr+1, r  1.
The following constructions fail to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 4:
1. F = SrSpSqSp , and also F = SrSpSqSpSq , for primes r, p, q such that p = q. (We notice that
S{p,q}  F .)
2. F = S{r,p}S{r,q}S{p,q} for primes r, p, q such that r = p = q = r. (We notice that S{r,p,q}  F .)
For instance F = S{2,3}S{2,5}S{3,5} .
3. F = S{p,q}SrSpSq for primes r, p, q such that p = r = q. (We notice that S{r,p,q}  F .)
(We notice also that here S{p,q} ⊆ F but S{p,q}SrS{p,q}  F .)
Remarks. 1. The nilpotent-like Fitting formation F in the previous example 4 can be constructed in
the following way:
F = S{p1,p2}Sp3Sp2 · · ·Sp3Sp2 · · ·S{p3,p4} · · ·Sp5Sp4 · · ·Sp5Sp4S{p5,p6}
with ordered set of indices:
1 ≺ i1 ≺ i2 ≺ · · · ≺ in ≺ · · · ≺ 2 ≺ · · · ≺ jn ≺ · · · ≺ j2 ≺ j1 ≺ 3, n 1;
and sets of primes:
π1 = {p1, p2}, πi2k−1 = {p3}, πi2k = {p2}, π2 = {p3, p4},
π j2k−1 = {p4}, π j2k = {p5}, π3 = {p5, p6}, k 1.
Here:
π1 = {p1, p2} = π1,
πi2k−1 = {p3} = π i2k−1 = {p2, p3} = π i2k = πi2k = {p2}, k 1,
π2 = {p3, p4} = π2,
π j2k−1 = {p4} = π j2k−1 = {p4, p5} = π j2k = π j2k = {p5}, k 1,
π3 = {p5, p6} = π3.
2. Let F be a Fitting formation constructed from a family of sets of primes {πi | i ∈ I} with (I,)
a totally ordered set, as in the previous Construction. Then:
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(2.2) F nilpotent-like Fitting formation  FiSπi = FiSπ i , ∀i ∈ I; though the converse is true.
(2.3) F nilpotent-like Fitting formation  Sπi Fi = Sπ i Fi , ∀i ∈ I; though the converse is true.
(2.4) F nilpotent-like Fitting formation ⇔ FiSπi Fi = FiSπ i Fi , ∀i ∈ I .
The Fitting formation in part 1 shows the failure of implications in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). The rest
follows from Theorem 4.
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